Foreword

IT IS A GREAT HONOR TO INTRODUCE THE PRESENT MLJ MONOGRAPH AS THE supplemental issue in Volume 104. In *A Human Ecological Language Pedagogy*, Glenn Levine has managed to create a holistic framework for language teaching and language learning that aligns with contemporary postmodern, dynamic, and multilingual theories. Building upon existing standards frameworks, such as the ACTFL *Standards* and the *Common European Framework of Reference for Languages*, Levine offers a comprehensive perspective based on fundamental components of a contemporary language education in today’s increasingly diverse and mobile educational environments. At the core of this language pedagogy are the complex interconnections between local and global contexts, the engagement of human creativity, the imperative for social justice, and the fostering of compassion. To allow for the inclusion of many different dimensions of language learning and language teaching, Levine identifies Complex Dynamic Systems Theory (CDST) as the optimal metatheoretical framework to account for the interactive constructivist epistemology he proposes. However, different from previous teaching applications that tend to emphasize the similarities between CDST in cognition and the physical world, *A Human Ecological Language Pedagogy* takes a strongly ecological perspective, in which human interaction takes a central position. This signifies that Levine’s pedagogy corroborates the commensurability of CDST and Sociocultural Theory. Although both theoretical approaches have shown spin-offs to language teaching, for neither of the theories a fully developed set of pedagogical implications had yet been accomplished. And this is exactly what we find in *A Human Ecological Language Pedagogy*.

Not only the theoretical foundation of the book is profound and innovative, the timing of the book is also very appropriate. While many approaches to language teaching may still be based on assumptions of foreign language learning in traditional classroom situations, today’s language learning context is in an ongoing transition in two major ways. The availability of online opportunities for authentic language contact, from gaming to social media, has transformed the context of language learning, inside and outside of the classroom. This change requires a new language pedagogy to accommodate teaching in the 21st century. And in addition to the change in the learning context and the opportunities for learning, a change affecting our perspective on language teaching is the changing type of learners. Due to the massive human migration (voluntary or forced) of people around the world, a new and urgent context for language learning and teaching has emerged. This has led to more and more diverse instructional settings than we have seen in recent history, which requires a new framework of language pedagogy, centered on present-day descriptions like *multilingualism*, *translanguage*, and *affordances*. In Levine’s monograph, L2 learning is not only defined as an instrumental means to a communicative end, but is seen as what he refers to as a “dynamic framing of identity” (Kramsch, 2009).

I am convinced that the present monograph adds the critical dimension that is urgently required for a comprehensive conceptual framework and that the guidelines that the book provides are indispensable for the practice of language instruction in the 21st century. The new *standards* presented in Levine’s monograph offer the supplementary requirements for a fully dynamic pedagogy, starting from the observation that the fundamental function of language is its usage in social and cultural interaction, and in which meaning making is not seen as a static entity, but as a continuous and dynamic process. Following these principles, Levine’s contribution is a worthy tribute to the work of Leo van Lier, which
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served as a conceptual foundation for the monograph. *A Human Ecological Language Pedagogy* will be a valuable contribution to the research community interested in contemporary approaches to language teaching, but also a rich source of inspiration for today’s language teachers.
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